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$91$,U#"6.,)"+1),;"4./'6.'$#,914.,C..',J0#$,/.+.'$)D,("/6.2I,$9.D,914.,C..',
2*4*2.2,1@1Dp1++"/2*';,$",)"+1),;"4./'6.'$,5./("/61'+.,#"6.,2*#$/*+$#,914.,1#,
)"@,1#,^h,#$1((*';V,dQ'$./4*.@I,L0)0I,MN,b"4,MNOMeA,89.,+.'$/1),;"4./'6.'$W#,
2.+*#*"',$",+/.1$.,'.@,2*#$/*+$#,@*$9"0$,+"'+./',$",(*'1'+*1),"/,.+"'"6*+,+151+*$D,*#,
*//.#5"'#*C).,1'2,2.)*C./1$.A,Q$,*#,1,+"'$/12*+$*"'I,#5)*$$*';,1)/.12D,#+1/+.,/.#"0/+.#,
1'2,*'+/.1#*';,$9.,+"#$,"(,126*'*#$/1$*"'A,,
F,L0)0,3*#$/*+$,"((*+*1),#$1$.2I,U89.,#$1((*';,).4.),"(,$9.,2*#$/*+$,*#,1$,[`,
5./+.'$A,89.,91'2#,"(,$9.,2*#$/*+$,1/.,$*.2I,$9.D,1/.,'"$,1))"@.2,$",/.+/0*$,C.D"'2,
$91$V,dQ'$./4*.@I,L0)0I,MP,b"4,MNOMeA,,L0)0,3*#$/*+$,91#,6"#$,"(,*$#,#$1((*';,*##0.#I,*',
/.;1/2#,$",$9.,!-3!,(/16.@"/=I,@*$9*',$9.,2*#$/*+$,.';*'../*';,"((*+.A,US.,1/.,
0'2./#$1((.2,@*$9,"')D,Y,.';*'../#,$",*65).6.'$,#"6.,ONN,5/"J.+$#,1$,1,$*6.V,
dQ'$./4*.@I,L0)0I,MM,b"4,MNOMeA,89*#,0'2./#$1((*';,"(,.';*'../#I,1#,$9.,5/"J.+$%
#05./4*#*';,2.51/$6.'$I,/.#0)$#,*',5/"J.+$#,$",C.,5""/)D,*65).6.'$.2,20.,$",#9"22D,
1'2,+"//05$,+"'$/1+$"/#A,S9.',D"0,)""=,1$,$9.,+151+*$D,"(,$9.,2*#$/*+$,)"+1),
;"4./'6.'$I,*$,*#,1)#",4./D,)"@,*',$./6#,"(,.f0*56.'$A,UL0)0,2*#$/*+$,1'2,61'D,"$9./,
2*#$/*+$,$91$,1/.,@"/#.,"((,2",'"$,914.,$9.,.f0*56.'$,'.+.##1/DV,dQ'$./4*.@I,L0)0I,
MM,b"4,MNOMeA,,3*#$/*+$#,1/.,)1+=*';,4.9*+).#,$",6"'*$"/,1'2,#.'#*$*X.,5/"J.+$#,1'2,
$9.,+"660'*$*.#,/.#5.+$*4.)DA,89*#,/.#0)$#,*',(0/$9./,+91)).';.#,@*$9,#9"22D,
+"'$/1+$"/#,1'2,2.5.'2.'$,+"660'*$*.#A,,
!""/)D,#$1((.2,)"+1),;"4./'6.'$#,C1#*+1))D,C.+"6.,5055.$#,"(,$9.,#$1$.,
;"4./'6.'$A,S*$9,)*$$).,/.#"0/+.#,1'2,)*$$).,2.+*#*"'%61=*';,5"@./I,$9.#.,)"+1),
;"4./'6.'$#,1/.,"($.',;"4./'.2,CD,$9.,#$1$.,;"4./'6.'$,*'#$.12,"(,;"4./'.2,CD,
$9.*/,+"'#$*$0.'$#,)*=.,1,2.6"+/1$*+,#D#$.6,@"0)2,5/.#055"#.A,,81'J1,?"9.,
dMNNZ7Zce,5"*'$#,"0$,$91$,$9.,*'$./'1$*"'1),#D#$.6,#$/.##.#,$9.,*65"/$1'+.,1'2,
*'4")4.6.'$,"(,'1$*"'1),).12./#,*',#$1$.,C0*)2*';,.H./+*#.#I,C0$,$9.D,1/.,).14*';,$9.,
)"+1),5"50)1$*"',1'2,)"+1),;"4./'1'+.,"0$,"(,$9.,.f01$*"'A,>$1$.,C0*)2*';,'..2#,$",

,

,

,

ZZ,

#$1/$,(/"6,$9.,;/1##/""$#,).4.)A,Q',"/2./,$",5/"5./)D,61*'$1*',$9.,).4.),"(,
1++"0'$1C*)*$D,'..2.2,CD,D"0/,+"'#$*$0.'+*.#I,*$,*#,'.+.##1/D,$",914.,)"+1),
;"4./'6.'$#,$91$,1/.,(0))D,(1+*)*$1$.2,1'2,'"$,0'2./,$9.,+"'$/"),"(,$9.,#$1$.,
;"4./'6.'$A,,
,

N425/2I$
<.#*2.#,$9.,)1+=,"(,1'2,2.)1D,"(,(0'2*';,(/"6,$9.,+.'$/1),;"4./'6.'$,$",$9.,
)"+1),;"4./'6.'$I,$9.,+.'$/1),;"4./'6.'$,(0/$9./,2*+$1$.#,$9.,2*#$/*+$#A,89.,+.'$/1),
;"4./'6.'$,2*+$1$.#,9"@,60+9,(0'2*';,*#,$",C.,0#.2,*',.1+9,#.+$"/,).14*';,2*#$/*+$#,
@*$9"0$,().H*C*)*$D,("/,1'D,*'2*4*201),5/*"/*$*.#,$9.D,6*;9$,914.A,,F,=.D,*'("/61'$,
(/"6,$9.,L0)0,3*#$/*+$,K"+1),L"4./'6.'$,#$1$.2I,U89.D,s+.'$/1),;"4./'6.'$t,J0#$,$.)),
D"0,s2*#$/*+$,;"4./'6.'$tI,CD,$9.,@1DI,*$W#,50/.)D,+"'2*$*"'1)A,_0$,"(,$9.,Y,C*))*"'I,
0#.,OAZ,("/,9.1)$9I,OAZ,("/,.20+1$*"'I,AZ,("/,@1$./I,1'2,AZ,("/,/"12#V,dQ'$./4*.@I,L0)0I,
O^,b"4,MNOMeA,,89*#,).14.#,2*#$/*+$,;"4./'6.'$#,D.1/'*';,("/,().H*C*)*$D,$",2.4.)"5,
$9.*/,"@',5/*"/*$*.#,#",$9.D,+1',*65).6.'$,5/"J.+$#,$91$,$9.,+"660'*$D,'..2#A,
F'"$9./,*##0.,*#,$9.,+151+*$D,"(,$9.,;"4./'6.'$,$",C0*)2,*$#,"@',/.4.'0.,
C1#.A,,&0//.'$)DI,L0)0,3*#$/*+$,91#,1',.H$/.6.)D,)"@,/.4.'0.,C1#.A,F++"/2*';,$",$9.,
5")*$*+1),9.12,"(,L0)0,3*#$/*+$I,"')D,c,5./+.'$,"(,(0'2*';,("/,$9.,2*#$/*+$,+"6.#,(/"6,
$9.,2*#$/*+$,*$#.)(A,_C4*"0#)DI,$9.,@1/,1'2,#0C#.f0.'$,/.#.$$).6.'$,5/"+.##,912,1,
61J"/,.((.+$,"',$9.,/.4.'0.,C1#.,*',61'D,2*#$/*+$#,*','"/$9./',:;1'21A,
]0/$9./6"/.I,UT0+9,$",$9.,2.6*#.,"(,$9.,)"+1),;"4./'6.'$I,$9.,+.'$/1),;"4./'6.'$,
91#,/.6"4.2,$9.,;/1201$.2,d*'+"6.e,$1H,(/"6,61'D,2*#$/*+$#,*',$9.,'"/$9A,89*#,
/.6"4.2,1,+/0+*1),51/$,"(,$9.,.+"'"6*+,1+$*4*$D,"(,$9.,)"+1),;"4./'6.'$,1'2,
/.6"4.2,@91$,)*$$).,1C*)*$D,$9.,)"+1),;"4./'6.'$,912,$",*65).6.'$,$9.*/,"@',
5/"J.+$#,1'2,$",#$*60)1$.,$9.*/,"@',)"+1),.+"'"6DV,dQ'$./4*.@I,L0)0I,OY,b"4,MNOMeA,
L0)0,3*#$/*+$I,*',/.#5"'#.,$",$9.,/.6"41),"(,$9*#,$1H,CD,$9.,+.'$/1),;"4./'6.'$I,91#,
2.#*;'.2,1,-.4.'0.,E'91'+.6.'$,!)1',$",*2.'$*(D,"$9./,14.'0.#,$",;.'./1$.,
/.4.'0.g,9"@.4./I,$9*#,*#,1,#)"@,5/"+.##A,,89.,(0'2*';,2*).661,*#,J0#$,1'"$9./,
.H165).,"(,9"@,$9.,#$1$.,;"4./'6.'$,*#,61*'$1*'*';,+"'$/"),"',$9.,)"+1),
;"4./'6.'$I,/.#0)$*';,*',*'#.+0/*$D,("/,$9.,)"+1),5"50)1$*"'A,,
$

,

,

,

Z[,

$

S*M$A,(,9/%0$#G$%&'$A#::42/%0$
$

89.,+"660'*$D,*#,*'2..2,$9.,6"#$,*65"/$1'$,(1+$"/,$",#0#$1*'1C).,

2.4.)"56.'$,1'2,*'#$*$0$*"'1),+91';.A,,S91$,$9.,+"660'*$D,+1',1'2,+1''"$,2",*#,
"($.',$*6.#,+"'$*';.'$,05"',$9.,;"4./'6.'$,0#*';,$9.,/*;9$,155/"1+9,*',$9.,
2.4.)"56.'$,5/"+.##,1'2,*65).6.'$1$*"'A,,89.,+151+*$D,"(,$9.,+"660'*$D,+1',C.,
*'+/.1#.2,@*$9,155/"5/*1$.,/.+"'#$/0+$*"',1'2,2.4.)"56.'$,#$/1$.;*.#A,89.,
+151+*$D,"(,$9.,+"660'*$D,*','"/$9./',:;1'21,*#,.H$/.6.)D,*'$.;/1),$",$9.,!-3!g,
$9.,!-3!,'..2#,$9.,+"660'*$D,1#,60+9,1#,$9.,+"660'*$D,'..2#,$9.,C.'.(*$#,*$,
"((./#A,</"@'I,*',9*#,+915$./,"',U-.+"'#$/0+$*';,Q'(/1#$/0+$0/.V,*',U!"#$+"'()*+$,
3.4.)"56.'$VI,2.#+/*C.#,L"0).$W#,$9"0;9$#,"',51/$*+*51$*"',#$1$*';I,U51/$*+*51$*"',
s(/"6,$9.,+"660'*$Dt,5./("/6#,$9/..,4*$1),(0'+$*"'#7,Q$,*'#$*))#,2*;'*$DI,6"C*)*X.#,
5."5).,1#,5/"C).6,#")4./#,*',$9.*/,"@',#"+*1),.'4*/"'6.'$#I,1'2,(1+*)*$1$.#,1++.##,$",
9*;9./,1/.'1#,"(,2.+*#*"'61=*';V,d</"@',MNNZ7ON^eA,89.#.,$9/..,*2.1#,1C"0$,$9.,
C.'.(*$,"(,+"660'*$D,51/$*+*51$*"',*',2.4.)"56.'$,@*)),C.,2.#+/*C.2,*',$9.,:;1'21',
+"'$.H$,*',$9.,("))"@*';,#0C%#.+$*"'#A,_'.,/.;*"'1),"((*+*1),*',L0)0,8"@',.H5/.##.2,
9*#,$9"0;9$#,"',$9.,*##0.,#1D*';I,UQ,$9*'=,$9.,+151+*$D,"(,$9.,+"660'*$D,+1',C.,
12.f01$.)D,C0*)$,1'2,*$,2.5.'2#,"',0#I,$9.,2*#$/*+$#A,?"@,+1',@.I,$9.,2*#$/*+$#I,$15,
$91$,5"$.'$*1)aV,dQ'$./4*.@I,L0)0I,OP,b"4,MNOMeA,,8155*';,$9.,5"$.'$*1),@*$9*',$9.,
+"660'*$D,*#,1++"65)*#9.2,CD,$9.,C"$$"6%05,155/"1+9g,0'("/$0'1$.)DI,*',:;1'21,
$91$,$.+9'*f0.,*#,C.*';,#1C"$1;.2,CD,#$1$.,+"'#")*21$*"'A,,Q(,$9.,;"4./'6.'$,@1#,
5/"5./)D,.';1;*';,$9.,+"660'*$D,*',!-3!,5/"J.+$#I,#$"/*.#,)*=.,$9.,("))"@*';I,@"0)2,
"++0/,6"/.,(/.f0.'$)D7,
Q,s;"4./'6.'$,"((*+*1)t,@"/=.2,@*$9,1,5/"J.+$I,(0'2.2,CD,$9.,E:I,@9./.,@.,
C0*)$,$9.,+151+*$D,"(,$9.,+"660'*$*.#,CD,$1=*';,$9.6,$9/"0;9,#"6.,$/1*'*';,
("/, +"'#$/0+$*"', 20/*';, 5/"J.+$#A, Q$, *#, 161X*';, @91$, +"660'*$*.#, +1', 2",
@9.',D"0,J0#$,#9"@,$9.6,1,(.@,$9*';#,1C"0$,$9.,+"'#$/0+$*"',"(,1,5/"J.+$,
1'2, @91$, $", )""=, ("/, 1'2, 2"A, R"0, @"0)2, C., 161X.2, 9"@, $9.D, +1', 5*+=,
$9*';#,$91$,1/.,'"$,'"/61))D,*',$9.*/,+151+*$D,$",2"A,_0/,.';*'../I,s#*+t,9.,
@"0)2,;.$,59"'.,+1))#,(/"6,+"660'*$D,6.6C./#p1'2,$9.,.';*'../,@"0)2,
;",$9./.,f0*.$)DI,1'2,$9.,+"'$/1+$"/,@"0)2,C.,161X.2p$9.,.';*'../,@"0)2,
2*#+"4./,$91$,$9.,+"'$/1+$"/,@1#,1+$01))D,2"*';,$9.,@/"';,$9*';A,891$,@1D,
5."5)., @./., "', $9.*/, $".#, $", 2", f01)*$D, @"/=A, T"/., *65"/$1'$)DI, *#, $91$,

,

,

,

Z^,

@9.', $9., 5/"J.+$, .'2.2I, $9., +"660'*$D, /.61*'.2, @*$9, $91$, ='"@).2;.,
dQ'$./4*.@I,L0)0I,MM,b"4,MNOMeA,
,
89*#,51/$*+0)1/,#$"/D,2.6"'#$/1$.#,#.4./1),=.D,*2.1#,$91$,5"/$/1D,$9.,C.'.(*$#,
"(,*'+/.1#.2,+"660'*$D,51/$*+*51$*"',1'2,+151+*$DA,Q$,1)#",#9"@#,9"@,$9.,
+151+*$D,"(,$9.,+"660'*$D,@*)),"')D,*'+/.1#.,CD,2.6"'#$/1$*';,'..2,1'2,
/.#5.+$,"(,$9.,)"+1),5."5).A,
,
V#7/)/`,%/#2$
$

F,+"66"',+"65)1*'$,(/"6,)"+1),;"4./'6.'$,"((*+*1)#,*#,$9.,(1*)0/.,"(,

+"660'*$D,6.6C./#,$",6"C*)*X.,1'2,51/$*+*51$.,*',$9.,*65).6.'$1$*"',"(,!-3!,
5/"J.+$#I,#$1/$*';,(/"6,$9.,5)1''*';,5/"+.##I,$9/"0;9,+"'#$/0+$*"'I,1'2,"'$",
61*'$.'1'+.A,,89*#,*#,"'.,+10#.,"(,$9.,)1+=,"(,1,#.'#.,"(,"@'./#9*5A,,K1+=,"(,
+"660'*$D,6"C*)*X1$*"',#$.6#,(/"6,#.4./1),*##0.#A,]*/#$I,"($.',$*6.#,$9.,+"660'*$D,
*#,'"$,#.'#*$*X.2,CD,$9.,;"4./'6.'$,5/"5./)DA,89*#,*##0.,@*)),C.,(0/$9./,2*#+0##.2,*',
$9.,("))"@*';,#.+$*"'A,>.+"'2)DI,*#,$9.,(1+$,$91$,$9.,+"660'*$D,91#,2.4.)"5.2,1,$D5.,
"(,2.5.'2.'+D,1'2,2".#,'"$,(0))D,155/.+*1$.,5/"J.+$#,$91$,2",'"$,C.'.(*$,$9.6,
2*/.+$)DA,,F,)"+1),).12./,*',L0)0,2*#$/*+$,#$1$.2I,U89.,2.5.'2.'+D,"',;"4./'6.'$,
5/";/16#,*#,4./D,9*;9V,dQ'$./4*.@I,!1)1/"I,M^,F0;,MNOMeA,,]"/,.H165).I,1,2*#$/*+$,
;"4./'6.'$,"((*+*1),$")2,1,#$"/D,1C"0$,1,C*;,5"50)1$*"',*',9*#,4*))1;.,$91$,912,'",
1++.##,$",1,5/*61/D,#+9""),C.+10#.,$9./.,@1#,'",C/*2;.,"4./,$9.,/*4./A,89.,2*#$/*+$,
"((*+*1),$")2,b:8Q,d:>FQ3,5/"J.+$e,1C"0$,$9.,*##0.I,1'2,b:8Q,/.f0.#$.2,$91$,$9.,
+"660'*$D,6"C*)*X.,$",#)1#9,$9.,/"12#,#",:>FQ3,+"0)2,;.$,$9.,.f0*56.'$,$",$9.,
+"'#$/0+$*"',#*$.A,89.,2*#$/*+$,"((*+*1),#$1$.2I,U89.,+"660'*$D,#1*2,i'"I,D"0,5."5).,
db:8Qe,914.,+"6.,(/"6,$9.,:A>AI,D"0,/1*#.,6"'.D,"',"0/,'16.I,@.,1/.,'"$,;"*';,$",
#)1#9IW,#","0/,5."5).,914.,$9.*/,"@',*##0.#V,dQ'$./4*.@I,L0)0I,Oc,b"4,MNOMeA,,
,

89.,5."5).,+1//D,@*$9,$9.6,+./$1*',.H5.+$1$*"'#,("/,;"4./'6.'$,5/";/16#A,

]"/,$@",2.+12.#,$9.,5."5).,)*4.2,*',Q3!,+165#,.H5./*.'+*';,+"65).$.,40)'./1C*)*$D,
1'2,2.5.'2.'+D,05"',9061'*$1/*1',/.)*.(,1'2,bL_W#A,>0C#.f0.'$)DI,9061'*$1/*1',
/.)*.(,50)).2,"0$,"(,'"/$9./',:;1'21,1$,1',.H$/.6.)D,(1#$,/1$.I,+/*55)*';,1'D,
#0#$1*'1C).,.).6.'$#,$9.,+"660'*$D,6*;9$,914.,"$9./@*#.,;1*'.2A,_',$"5,"(,$91$I,
U91'2"0$#V,(/"6,bL_#,914.,+"'2*$*"'.2,$9.,+"660'*$D,$",914.,+./$1*',

,

,

,

Z`,

.H5.+$1$*"'#A,S9.',$9.#.,.H5.+$1$*"'#,1/.,'"$,6.$I,$9.,+"660'*$D,#*65)D,(1*)#,$",
6"C*)*X.A,F,+"660'*$D,/.5/.#.'$1$*4.,.H5/.##.2,/.#.'$6.'$,("/,$9*#,CD,#1D*';I,
UbL_#,914.,#5"*).2,6"C*)*X1$*"',9./.AV,]0/$9./6"/.,9.,#$1$.2I,U6"C*)*X1$*"',*#,'"$,
.1#DI,1'2,*$,1)),2.5.'2#,"',$9.,$D5.,"(,1+$*4*$D,$91$,D"0,1/.,6"C*)*X*';,$9.6,("/A,]"/,
.H165).I,#5"/$#I,;1)1#I,1'2,+"65.$*$*"'#,1)@1D#,914.,1,)"$,"(,51/$*+*51$*"'I,C0$,*(,D"0,
@1'$,$",6"C*)*X.,("/,"$9./,1+$*4*$*.#I,*$,*#,"($.',1,+91)).';.A,89.D,1)@1D#,.H5.+$,#"6.,
6"'.D,*(,$9.D,1$$.'2,1,6..$*';I,$9.D,.H5.+$,2*/.+$,C.'.(*$V,dQ'$./4*.@I,!1)1/"I,M^,
F0;,MNOMeA,
,

>5.+*(*+1))DI,*',/.;1/2,$",$9.,!-3!,5."5).,912,1,2*((./.'$,.H5.+$1$*"',1$,$9.,

C.;*''*';,"(,$9.,5/";/16I,1'2,20.,$",)1+=,"(,#.'#*$*X1$*"'I,$9.,5."5).,+"'$*'0.,$",
9")2,$9.,@/"';,.H5.+$1$*"'#A,89.,*65).6.'$1$*"',"(,$9.,!-3!,+"))*2.2,@*$9,1,
/.#.$$).6.'$,5/";/16,*',>"0$9,>021',@9./.,$9.,:'*$.2,b1$*"'#,@1#,;*4*';,2*/.+$,
+1#9,C.'.(*$#,$",.4./D,9"0#.9")2,*',>"0$9,>021'A,&"'#.f0.'$)DI,+"660'*$D,
6.6C./#,*',@1/%1((.+$.2,/.;*"'#,"(,'"/$9./',:;1'21,1##06.2,$91$,!-3!,@1#,;"*';,
$",;*4.,6"'.D,$",.4./D,9"0#.9")2,1'2,U$9.D,5/.51/.2,("/,*$I,$9.,5/.51/.2,("/,*$,
6.'$1))DI,$9.D,#1*2I,i"=1DI,@.,1/.,;"*';,$",;.$,"0$,6"'.D,("/,/.51/1$*"'#,1'2,
/.#.$$).6.'$AW,!."5).,@1*$.2,("/,*$,("/,!-3!,$",+"6.,1'2,#.'2,$9.6,9"6.,(/"6,$9.,
+165#,@*$9,6"'.DV,dQ'$./4*.@I,L0)0I,Oc,b"4,MNOMeA,,89*#,1$$*$02.,91#,912,1,61J"/,
'.;1$*4.,1((.+$,"',$9.,*65).6.'$1$*"',"(,$9.,!-3!,(/16.@"/=A,89.,+"660'*$D,
"5*'*"',"(,$9.,(/16.@"/=,*#,.H$/.6.)D,)"@,1'2,*;'"/1'$,20.,$",)1+=,"(,;"4./'6.'$,
#.'#*$*X1$*"'A,,]0/$9./6"/.I,+"660'*$*.#,2",'"$,0'2./#$1'2,$91$,$9.#.,5/"J.+$#,1/.,
'"$,)"';%$./6,1'2,$91$,*$,*#,#./*"0#)D,05,$",$9.,+"660'*$D,6.6C./#,$",61=.,$9.,
*651+$,)"';,$./6,1'2,#0#$1*'1C).A,&"660'*$D,6.6C./#,(/"6,!1)1/",1'2,!1*+9",
#0C%+"0'$D,@./.,2"+06.'$.2,61=*';,#$1$.6.'$#,1C"0$,9"@,$9.D,$9*'=,$9.#.,
5/"J.+$#,@*)),+"'$*'0.,("/,ON,$",MN,6"/.,D.1/#A,?"@.4./I,$9.D,2*2,#5.+*(D,$91$,*(,$9.,
+"//05$*"',*',$9.,+.'$/1),;"4./'6.'$,+"'$*'0.#,$9.',$9.#.,5/";/16#,6*;9$,C.,+0$,
#9"/$,C.+10#.,2"'"/#,@*)),+0$,(0'2*';,d]"+0#,L/"05#I,!1*+9"\!1)1/"I,M`\PN,b"4,
MNOMeA,
89.,f0.#$*"',$9.',*#I,@9D,*#,$9./.,1,)1+=,"(,6"C*)*X1$*"',(/"6,$9.,+"660'*$D,
$",/.1))D,C.+"6.,U5/"C).6,#")4./#,*',$9.*/,"@',#"+*1),.'4*/"'6.'$#aV,S91$,*#,
+10#*';,$9.,+"660'*$D,$",)*4.,*',#0+9,1,2.5.'2.'$,.'4*/"'6.'$a,S9D,*#,$9.,

,

,

,

Zc,

+"660'*$D,'"$,6"C*)*X*';,1'2,$1=*';,1241'$1;.,"(,1,5/";/16,$91$,*#,#055"#.2,$",
C/*';,$9.6,"0$,"(,$9.,5"4./$D,$/15a,</"@',2.+)1/.#I,U$",1+9*.4.,$9*#I,1,+91';.,"(,
+0)$0/.,(/"6,+.'$/1),2.5.'2.'+D,$",+"660'*$D,/.#5"'#*C*)*$D,@*)),C.,'.+.##1/D,CD,
.#$1C)*#9*';,)"+1),"/;1'*X1$*"'1),#$/0+$0/.#I,1,5""),"(,)"+1),.H5./$*#.I,1'2,
155/"5/*1$.,+91/;*';,6.+91'*#6#AV,]0/$9./6"/.I,9.,#$1$.#,$91$,51/$,"(,$9*#,5/"+.##,
U*'4")4.#,0'2./#$1'2*';,+91';.#,$",$9.,+151+*$*.#,1'2,40)'./1C*)*$*.#,"(,.1+9,
+"660'*$DV,d</"@',MNNZ7ON[eA,,89.,)1$$./,51/$,"(,</"@'W#,#$1$.6.'$,5"*'$#,$",$9.,
'..2,("/,5#D+9"#"+*1),#055"/$I,+"'()*+$,/.#")0$*"'I,1'2,/.+"'+*)*1$*"'I,>_%Y,;"1)#,$91$,
@./.,2*#+0##.2,*',$9.,5/.4*"0#,#.+$*"'A,Q',1'1)DX*';,6D,/.#.1/+9,*','"/$9./',
:;1'21I,Q,2.4.)"5.2,$@",61*',1'#@./#,$",$9.#.,f0.#$*"'#,$91$,C"$9,#$.6,(/"6,$9.,
(1*)*';,C"$$"6%05,155/"1+9,$91$,*#,1+0$.)D,.##.'$*1),$",$9.,;/"@$9,"(,$9.,+"660'*$DA,
89.#.,$@",*2.1#,1/.,"@'./#9*5,CD,$9.,+"660'*$D,1'2,#.'#*$*X1$*"',"(,$9.,
+"660'*$DA,,
,
[$P'2+'$#G$X.2'-+&/($
$

</"@',2.#+/*C.#,#.+0/*';,"@'./#9*5,(/"6,$9.,+"660'*$D,1#,U$9.,5*4"$1),

(1+$"/,$91$,@*)),$/1'#("/6,*'(/1#$/0+$0/.,(/"6,C.*';,1,#9"/$%$./6,$",)"';%$./6,
0$*)*$DV,d</"@',MNNZ7ON[eA,:'("/$0'1$.)DI,*',:;1'21,.65)"D*';,$9.,+"660'*$D,
$9/"0;9,$9.,C"$$"6%05,155/"1+9,*#,(1*)*';g,$9.,)"+1),5."5).,1/.,'"$,/.+.*4*';,
5/"J.+$#,$91$,1/.,16"';,$9.*/,5/*"/*$*.#I,@1'$#I,"/,'..2#A,S9.',1',.H$/.6.)D,
40)'./1C)D,+"660'*$D,/.+.*4.#,1,5/"J.+$,;/1'$,("/,1,#$/0+$0/.,$9.D,2*2,'"$,/.f0.#$I,
"/,1,+"66"2*$D,$91$,*#,'"$,16"';,$9.*/,$"5,5/*"/*$*.#I,*$,2".#,'"$,;*4.,$9.,
+"660'*$D,1,(..)*';,"(,"@'./#9*5,"4./,$9.,5/"J.+$A,89.,+"660'*$DI,9"@.4./I,*#,
4./D,4*$1),$",$9.,+"65).$*"',"(,5/"J.+$#,@*$9*',$9.*/,4*))1;.,"/,51/*#9A,S*$9"0$,1,
#.'#.,"(,"@'./#9*5I,61'D,5/"C).6#,@*$9,$9.,*65).6.'$1$*"',"(,1,5/"J.+$,C.+"6.,
1551/.'$A,,,
F,/.;*"'1),_!T,"((*+*1),#$1$.2I,U89.*/,s$9.,+"660'*$Dt,*'50$,*#,+/*$*+1),*',
51/$#,"(,$9*#,5/"+.##,s*65).6.'$1$*"'tI,.#5.+*1))D,$9.,*2.'$*(*+1$*"',"(,$9.,5/"J.+$A,
89.,+"660'*$D,60#$,*2.'$*(D,$9.,5/"J.+$,C.+10#.,$91$,*#,$9.,C.;*''*';,"(,
"@'./#9*5I,1'2,@9.',#"6.$9*';,*#,"@'.2I,$9./.,*#,1,)*=.)*9""2,$91$,*$,@*)),C.,$9./.,
("/,1,)"';,$*6.I,1'2,$91$,*#,1',.).6.'$,"(,#0#$1*'1C*)*$DV,dQ'$./4*.@I,L0)0I,MM,b"4,

,

,

,

[N,

MNOMeA,,S*$9,1,#.'#.,"(,"@'./#9*5,(/"6,$9.,+"660'*$DI,$9.D,/.+";'*X.,$9.,5/"J.+$,
1#,$9.*/,"@',1'2,*'(/1#$/0+$0/.,C.+"6.#,#0#$1*'1C).,2.4.)"56.'$A,,U89.,5*4"$1),
(1+$"/,$91$,@*)),$/1'#("/6,*'(/1#$/0+$0/.,(/"6,C.*';,1,#9"/$%$./6,$",)"';%$./6,0$*)*$D,
*#,#.+0/*';,"@'./#9*5,CD,$9.,+"660'*$DV,d</"@'I,MNNZ7,ON[eA,,S9.',$9*#,9155.'#I,
$9.,+"660'*$D,$1=.#,.H$/1,+1/.,*',@1$+9*';,$9.,5/"J.+$,2.4.)"5A,89.,+"660'*$D,
6"'*$"/#,5/"J.+$#,4./D,+)"#.)D,*',$9*#,*'#$1'+.,1'2,*#,1C).,$",6*'*6*X.,+"//05$*"',
(/"6,$9.,C"$$"6%05I,#$1/$*';,@*$9,#9"22D,+"'$/1+$"/#,1$$.65$*';,$",5./("/6,
6*'*61)*#$,@"/=A,?"@.4./I,*(,$9.,+"660'*$D,2".#,'"$,/.+";'*X.,$9.,5/"J.+$,1#,$9.*/,
"@'I,1'2,*$,@1#,2065.2,"',$9.*/,+"660'*$D,@*$9"0$,1,/.f0.#$I,$9.',5."5).,@*)),
'.;).+$,$",6"'*$"/,1'2,61*'$1*',*$A,89*#,*#,1,C*;,+91)).';.,16"';,$9.,5/"J.+$#,
*65).6.'$.2,CD,$9.,!-3!,(/16.@"/=A,,F,$.+9'*+1),"((*+*1),"(,$9.,L3KL,#$1$.2I,U_($.',
$*6.#,$9.,+"660'*$D,(..)#,'",/.#5"'#*C*)*$D,("/,$9.,"5./1$*"',1'2,61*'$.'1'+.,"(,
$9.,'.@)D,*65).6.'$.2,5/"J.+$#A,89.,5/";/16,).12./#,60#$,#.'#*$*X.,$9.,
+"660'*$D,$",914.,1,(..)*';,"(,20$D,1'2,/.#5"'#*C*)*$D,$",05=..5,$9.#.,5/"J.+$#,1'2,
$",61=.,/.5"/$#,$",$9.,;"4./'6.'$,1C"0$,$9.6V,dQ'$./4*.@I,L0)0I,MZ,F0;,MNOMeA,,
,
P'2+/%/`,%/#2$#G$%&'$A#::42/%0$
,

F,)"+1),;"4./'6.'$,"((*+*1),(/"6,!1)1/",#0C%+"0'$D,#$1$.2I,U89.,+"660'*$D,

2".#,'"$,='"@,@91$,$9.,!-3!,*#,1)),1C"0$V,dQ'$./4*.@I,!1)1/"I,OZ,F0;,MNOMeA,,S9.',
$9.,+"660'*$D,*#,1#=.2,1C"0$,$9.,!-3!,(/16.@"/=I,$9.,14./1;.,5./#"',*',$9.,
4*))1;.,2".#,'"$,='"@,1'D$9*';,1C"0$,$9.,5/";/16A,89*#,*#,"C4*"0#)D,1,61J"/,
5/"C).6A,]0/$9./6"/.I,$9.,!-3!,(/16.@"/=,1'2,#0C%5/";/16#,1/.,#055"#.2,$",C.,
1,#$.55*';%#$"'.,$",#0#$1*'1C*)*$DA,F,#0C%+"0'$D,"((*+*1),#1*2I,UQ(,D"0,;",$",$9.,#0C%
+"0'$D,1'2,D"0,1#=,$9.6,d$9.,+"660'*$DeI,i2",D"0,='"@,1C"0$,!-3!aW,T"#$,"(,
$9.6,@*)),#1D,$9.D,2"'W$,='"@I,1'2,D.$,#"6.,1/.,C.'.(*$*';,(/"6,$9.,5/";/16,.4./D,
(*'1'+*1),D.1/V,dQ'$./4*.@I,L0)0I,M^,F0;,MNOMeA,,&"660'*$D,6.6C./#,2",'"$,
0'2./#$1'2,@91$,$9.,!-3!,(/16.@"/=,*#,#055"#.2,$",2"A,E4.',+"660'*$D,
6.6C./#,C.'.(*$$*';,(/"6,5/"J.+$#,2",'"$,='"@,$91$,$9.,5/";/16,*#,#055"#.2,$",C.,
2*##")4.2,@*$9*',$9/..,D.1/#A,S9.',+"660'*$D,6.6C./#,"(,C.'.(*+*1/D,;/"05#,
@./.,1#=.2,@91$,$9.D,='.@,1C"0$,$9.,5/";/16I,/.#5"'#.#,41/*.2I,C0$,'"'.,+"0)2,C.,
#1*2,$",C.,='"@).2;.1C).,1C"0$,$9.,!-3!,(/16.@"/=A,,>"6.,/.#5"'#.#,;*4.',CD,

,

,

,

[O,

+"660'*$D,6.6C./#,*',!1)1/",>0C,&"0'$D,#1*2I,UQ,$9*'=,*$,@"0)2,C.,C.#$,*(,!-3!,
C.'.(*$$.2,*'2*4*201)#,2*/.+$)D,*'#$.12,"(,*',C.'.(*+*1/D,;/"05#A,891$,@1D,*'2*4*201)#,
+"0)2,$1=.,$9.,6"'.D,1'2,9.)5,$9.6#.)4.#AV,]0/$9./6"/.I,"$9./#,#1*2I,UF#,Q,#..,*$,
!-3!,61D,$1=.,1'"$9./,$@.'$D,D.1/#,$",+"6.p0').##,5."5).,$91$,1/.,61'1;*';,
$9.#.,5/";/16#,914.,+"//05$*"',s#*+tI,$9.',$9.,5/";/16#,61D,'"$,$1=.,)"';,$",(*'*#9,
C.+10#.,$9.,2"'"/#,@*)),#$"5,(0'2#V,dQ'$./4*.@I,!1)1/"I,PN,b"4,MNOMeA,89.#.,
+"66.'$#,(/"6,$9.,+"660'*$D,+).1/)D,2*#5)1D,$9.,)1+=,"(,#.'#*$*X1$*"',16"';,
+"660'*$D,6.6C./#A,8",.H5.+$,1,5/";/16,$91$,*#,#.$,05,("/,"')D,$9/..,D.1/#,$",)1#$,
$@.'$D,D.1/#,@*)),;/.1$)D,1((.+$,$9.,#0#$1*'1C*)*$D,1'2,(0'+$*"'1)*$D,"(,5/"J.+$#A,,F',
1/$*+).,+"65*).2,CD,-.(0;..,K1@,!/"J.+$,1$,T1=././.,:'*4./#*$D,dMNOM7Me,
.5*$"6*X.2,$9.,#.'#*$*X1$*"',*##0.,#$1$*';I,U$9.,)1+=,"(,#*65).,1'2,+).1/,*'("/61$*"',
1'2,)*6*$.2,#.'#*$*X1$*"',"(,$9.,+"660'*$D,"',!-3!%QA,89*#,91#,1((.+$.2,$9.,
*65).6.'$1$*"',1'2,/.1)*X1$*"',"(,$9.,"CJ.+$*4.#,1/$*+0)1$.2,*',$9.,!-3!,
(/16.@"/=AV,
,
B-4+%$/2$%&'$I#6'-2:'2%$
$

89.,)1+=,"(,;"4./'6.'$,+"66*$6.'$I,$9.,)1+=,"(,#.'#*$*X1$*"'I,6"'*$"/*';I,

1'2,.41)01$*"'I,1'2,$9.,+"))0#*"',1'2,+"//05$*"',*',$9.,_!T,914.,;/.1$)D,+0/$1*).2,
$9.,+"660'*$DW#,$/0#$,*',$9.*/,;"4./'6.'$A,89.,+"660'*$D,91#,#*65)D,)"#$,1)),9"5.,
*',$9.,;"4./'6.'$A,3.#5*$.,0'/.1#"'1C).,"/,*;'"/1'$,.H5.+$1$*"'#I,$9.,+"660'*$DW#,
5/*"/*$*.#,914.,'"$,C..',$1=.',*'$",5/"5./,+"'#*2./1$*"',1'2,$9*#,1)"'.,91#,
.H1+./C1$.2,$9.*/,)1+=,"(,$/0#$,*',$9.,;"4./'6.'$A,,F$,$9*#,5"*'$I,*$,*#,*65"/$1'$,$",
/.*$./1$.,?"9.W#,*2.1,$91$,1,+.'$/1),;"4./'6.'$,60#$,C.,).;*$*61$.,*',$9.,.D.#,"(,$9.,
)"+1),+"660'*$D,("/,5"#$%+"'()*+$,/.+"'#$/0+$*"',$",2.4.)"5,5/"5./)D,dMNNZ7^NeA,,
?"@.4./I,"'.,)"+1),;"4./'6.'$,"((*+*1),$1)=.2,1C"0$,9"@,$9.,2*#$/*+$,*#,/.+.*4*';,$9.,
C/0'$,"(,$9.,+"660'*$*.#,2*#$/0#$,C.+10#.,$9.,2*#$/*+$,*#,$9.,"'.,*65).6.'$*';,
5/"J.+$#A,Q(,$9.,+.'$/1),;"4./'6.'$,+0$#,(0'2*';I,$9.',*$,*#,$9.,/.#5"'#*C*)*$D,"(,$9.,
2*#$/*+$#,1'2,"$9./,)"+1),;"4./'6.'$#,$",+0$,$9.,5/"J.+$#,$9.,+"660'*$D,@1#,
5/.4*"0#)D,5/"6*#.2A,F,;"4./'6.'$,)"+1),"((*+*1),#$1$.2I,U89.,+91)).';.,2.(*'*$.)D,*#,
"0/,+"660'*$D,$.))#,0#,$91$,@.,1/.,'"$,$/0#$(0)I,@.,2"'W$,$.)),$9.,$/0$9V,dQ'$./4*.@I,
L0)0I,MP,b"4,MNOMeA,,!/"J.+$#,#.'$,$",$9.,2*#$/*+$,CD,$9.,+"660'*$D,1/.,155/"4.2,

,

,

,

[M,

1'2,$9.',)1$./,+0$,"0$,CD,$9.,2*#$/*+$,C.+10#.,"(,1,)1+=,"(,(0'2*';,(/"6,+.'$/1)A,,U>",
1($./,$9.D,914.,+0$,$9.,5/"J.+$,"0$,"(,$9.,C02;.$I,$9.,+"660'*$D,2".#,'"$,$/0#$,0#V,
dQ'$./4*.@I,L0)0I,MP,b"4,MNOMeA,,&"'#.f0.'$)DI,*(,$9.,+"660'*$D,2".#,'"$,$/0#$,$9.*/,
)"+1),;"4./'6.'$I,$9.',$9.,+"660'*$D,@*)),'"$,1+='"@).2;.,$9.,*65"/$1'+.,"(,$9.*/,
)"+1),;"4./'1'+.A,?"@.4./I,$9.,)"+1),;"4./'6.'$,*#,.H$/.6.)D,*65"/$1'$,*',5"#$%
+"'()*+$,/.+"'#$/0+$*"'I,1#,$9.D,1/.,9.14*)D,*'4")4.2,*',$9.,+"'()*+$,/.#")0$*"',1'2,
/.+"4./D,5/"+.##.#A,,89*#,.'4*/"'6.'$,+10#.#,*'#.+0/*$D,*',$9.,)"+1),5"50)1$*"',1'2,
$9./.("/.,*'9*C*$#,9")*#$*+,1'2,#0#$1*'1C).,/.+"'#$/0+$*"',1'2,2.4.)"56.'$A,$

$
S*S$P4+%,/2,7/)/%0$
_'.,"(,$9.,61J"/,;"1)#,"(,$9.,*65).6.'$1$*"',"(,$9.,!-3!,(/16.@"/=,@1#,$",
#$1C*)*X.,'"/$9./',:;1'21,1'2,61*'#$/.16,$9.,@1/%1((.+$.2,/.;*"'#,$",$9.,).4.),"(,
$9.,b1$*"'1),3.4.)"56.'$,!)1'A,89*#,6.1'#,$91$,$9.,!-3!,@1#,6.1'$,$",C.,1,
#$.55*';%#$"'.,$",#0#$1*'1C*)*$D,("/,'"/$9./',:;1'21A,,_C4*"0#)DI,*$,+1''"$,C.,$9.,
/").,"(,1,/.+"4./D,1'2,/.+"'#$/0+$*"',5/";/16I,)*=.,!-3!I,$",+"'$*'0.,(0'2*';,$9.,
#0#$1*'1C*)*$D,1'2,(0'+$*"'1)*$D,"(,+"65).$.2,5/"J.+$#A,Q$,#9"0)2,C.,$9.,J"C,"(,)"+1),
;"4./'6.'$#,@*$9,)"+1),/.4.'0.#,$",61*'$1*',#0#$1*'1C*)*$D,1)"';,@*$9,$9.,
1##*#$1'+.,"(,+"660'*$D,6.6C./#A,?"@.4./I,$9./.,60#$,C.,#.'#*$*X1$*"',"(,$9.,
+"660'*$D,("/,$9*#,$","++0/I,1'2,$9./.,60#$,C.,(0'2*';,$",1##*#$,*',$9*#,#.'#*$*X1$*"'A,
89.,1'#@./,$",61=*';,5/"J.+$#,#0#$1*'1C).,1'2,(0'+$*"'1),*#,$",*'#$*$0$.,61J"/,
#"($@1/.,2.4.)"56.'$,*',$9.,+"660'*$DA,,>"($@1/.,2.4.)"56.'$,/.(./#,$",91'2#%"',
$/1*'*';,"(,+"660'*$D,6.6C./#,1C"0$,9"@,$",61'1;.I,61*'$1*'I,1'2,5/"5./)D,0#.,
$9.,/.#"0/+.#,$9.D,914.,C..',;*4.',$9/"0;9,$9.,!-3!A,?"@.4./I,20.,$",)1+=,"(,
(0'2*';I,#.'#*$*X1$*"',1'2,6"C*)*X1$*"'I,$9.,#"($@1/.,2.4.)"56.'$,0#*';,("/,
#0#$1*'1C*)*$D,91#,+"))15#.2A,,,
>0#$1*'1C*)*$DI,$9/"0;9,$9.,!-3!I,91#,+"))15#.2,C.+10#.,$9./.,@1#,'",
#"($@1/.,2.4.)"56.'$A,>"($@1/.,2.4.)"56.'$,/.(./#,$",C0*)2*';,$9.,+151+*$D,"(,$9.,
+"660'*$D,$9/"0;9,6"C*)*X1$*"'I,#.'#*$*X1$*"'I,1'2,$/1*'*';A,89.,;"1),"(,#"($@1/.,
2.4.)"56.'$,*#,$",.20+1$.,+"660'*$*.#,"',9"@,$",61*'$1*',1'2,#0#$1*',$9.,5/"J.+$#,
$9.D,914.,C..',;*4.'A,?"@.4./I,U!-3!%Q,@1#,J0#$,*'(/1#$/0+$0/.I,1'2,*$,).($,.).6.'$#,

,

,

,

[P,

"(,$9.,.+"'"6D,"0$A,R"0,+"0)2,#..,$91$,*(,D"0,6.1#0/.2,5"4./$DI,*(,D"0,6.1#0/.2,
9.)5).##'.##I,1'2,*(,D"0,6.1#0/.2,0'.65)"D6.'$I,D"0,@"0)2,#..,$91$,*$,*#,#$*)),9*;9,
2.#5*$.,C*;,#5.'2*';,"',*'(/1#$/0+$0/.p#",$9*#,*#,'"$,1,;""2,#*;',("/,$9.,.'2,"(,
!-3!%QV,dQ'$./4*.@I,L0)0I,MP,b"4,MNOMeA,,>"($@1/.,2.4.)"56.'$,*#,1,+/*$*+1),1#5.+$,
"(,#0#$1*'1C*)*$D,1'2,(0'+$*"'1)*$D,#",$9.,f0.#$*"',*#,'"@I,U?"@,2",D"0,61//D,
*'(/1#$/0+$0/.,2.4.)"56.'$,@*$9,#"($@1/.,2.4.)"56.'$,#",$91$,D"0,914.,9")*#$*+,
/.+"4./Da,891$,*#,$9.,+91)).';.V,dQ'$./4*.@I,L0)0I,MP,b"4,MNOMeA,,
89*#,f0.#$*"',+1',C.,1'#@./.2,CD,.'91'+*';,$9.,+151+*$D,"(,$9.,+"660'*$DI,
"/,@91$,B00'.,k,l./="/.',dMNNce,/.(./,$",1#,U+"660'*$D,.'1C).6.'$AV,,U89.#.,
2*((*+0)$*.#,*'2*+1$.,$91$,60+9,1$$.'$*"','..2#,$",C.,;*4.',$",61=*';,51/$*+*51$*"',
.((.+$*4.A,89.,=.D,$",C/*2;*';,$9.,;15,C.$@..',.((.+$*4.,+"660'*$D,51/$*+*51$*"',
d51/$,"(,$9.,.65"@./6.'$,5/"+.##e,1'2,#0#$1*'1C).,2.4.)"56.'$,*#,$9.,60+9,
0'2.//1$.2,1'2,0'2./#$1$.2,+"'+.5$,"(,i+"660'*$D,.'1C).6.'$WV,d</"@'I,MNNZ7,
ON^eA,,>"($@1/.,2.4.)"56.'$,1'2,6"C*)*X1$*"',C"$9,/.(./,$",@91$,L"0).$,dOccZe,
2.#+/*C.#,1#,51/$*+*51$*"'#,("/6,$9.,+"660'*$DA,!1/$*+*51$*"',(/"6,$9.,+"660'*$D,
"/,+"660'*$D,.'1C).6.'$,*'4")4.#,50$$*';,*'$",5/1+$*+.,@91$,!-3!,>_%Y,*#,
#055"#.2,$",C.,2"*';I,C0$,*#,'"$,/.+.*4*';,1'D,(0'2*';,"/,#055"/$,$",5./("/6,$9.,
5/";/16#A,,L"0).$W#,2.#+/*5$*"',"(,51/$*+*51$*"',*',$9.,("))"@*';,.H+./5$,
155/"5/*1$.)D,2.#+/*C.#,$9.,*##0.,"(,6"C*)*X1$*"',1'2,#"($@1/.,2.4.)"56.'$,$91$,$9.,
!-3!,*#,.H5./*.'+*';,+0//.'$)D7,
,
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F2.$0)1I,lA,FA,dMNN`eA,89.,-").,"(,>0C%-.;*"'1),Q'$.;/1$*"',>+9.6.#,*',&"'()*+$,
!/.4.'$*"',k,T1'1;.6.'$,*',F(/*+1A,B&'$-'+#)4%/#2$#G$[G-/9,2$9#2G)/9%+R$%&'$
:,2,I':'2%$#G$9#2G)/9%$-'+#)4%/#2$b$(#+%@9#2G)/9%$-'9#2+%-49%/#2,d55A,c%MOeA,
F22*#,FC1C17,_##/.1A,
,
F)C./$I,QA,_A,dMNN`eA,:'2./#$1'2*';,5.1+.,*',F(/*+1A,F',9'$,25$9#2G)/9%$/2$[G-/9,,d55A,
PO%YZeA,K"'2"'7,j.2,<""=#A,
,
F)).'I,8AI,k,l)1##.'/""$I,GA,dMNONeA,89.,/.1)*#$#,*',B0C1a,F',1'1)D#*#,"(,$9.,B0C1,5.1+.,
$1)=#A,B&'$O#-5f+$H'+/+%,29'$[-:0R$V0%&$,25$H',)/%0,d55A,MNZ%MMMeA,K"'2"'7,
j.2,<""=#A,
,
<1'm;1#I,-A,dMNOOeA,3.6"+/1+DI,>.+0/*$D,1'2,L"4./'1'+.,*',:;1'217,$9.,
&"'$/12*+$*"'#,"(,!"#$%&"'()*+$,-.+"'#$/0+$*"'A,B&'$-'94--/2I$"-',%$O,1'+$
9-/+/+R$/5'2%/%08$6/#)'29'$,25$(#.'-,d55A,MNZ%MPMeA,b.@,R"/=7,&")06C*1,
:'*4./#*$D,!/.##A,
,
<1'm;1#I,-AI,k,&9/m$*.'I,BA,dMNOOeA,B&'$-'94--/2I$"-',%$O,1'+$9-/+/+R$/5'2%/%08$6/#)'29'$
,25$(#.'-A,b.@,R"/=7,&")06C*1,:'*4./#*$D,!/.##A,
,
<./21)I,TA,-A,dMNNceA,34/)5/2I$(',9'$,G%'-$.,-A,FC*';2"',dE';)1'2e7,-"0$).2;.A,
,
<*;*/*61'1I,!A,d!./61'.'$,>.+/.$1/D,"(,_!Te,dMNN`I,_+$"C./,ONeA,!-3!,
Q65).6.'$1$*"',!/";/.##A,FHKF$V#2/%#-/2I$A#::/%%''A,!/.#.'$1$*"',
+"'20+$.2,(/"6,_((*+.,"(,$9.,!/*6.,T*'*#$./I,G1651)1A,
,
</1'+9I,FA,dMNOOeA,K/+(),9/2I$&4:,2$-/I&%+R$<,-$,25$/2%'-6'2%/#2$/2$2#-%&'-2$
LI,25,A,b.@,R"/=I,bR7,_H("/2,:'*4./#*$D,!/.##A,
,
</"@'I,-A,dMNNZeA,-.+"'#$/0+$*';,Q'(/1#$/0+$0/.A,F#+%9#2G)/9%$5'6')#(:'2%R$:''%/2I$
2'.$9&,))'2I'+,d55A,cc%OOZeA,<"0)2./I,&")"A7,KD''.,-*.''./,!0C)*#9./#A,
,
&"+9/1'.I,]A,dMNN`eA,Q25/2I$.,-+A,&16C/*2;.7,!")*$DA,
,
]*''#$/q6I,>A,dMNN`eA,O/6/2I$</%&$3,5$P4--#425/2I+R$<,-8$W/+%#-08$,25$Q6'-05,0$$$$
V#:'2%+$/2$]#-%&'-2$LI,25,*$K"'2"'7,30=.,:'*4./#*$D,!/.##A,
,
]/1'+*#I,3A,BA,dMNN`eA,F',9'$,25$9#2G)/9%$/2$[G-/9,A,K"'2"'7,j.2,<""=#A,
,
L"0).$I,3A,dOccZeA,K'6')#(:'2%$'%&/9+R$,$I4/5'$%#$%&'#-0$,25$(-,9%/9',dj.2,<""=#,K$2A,
.2AeA,b.@,R"/=7,F5.H,!/.##,
,

,

,

,

`N,

?"9.I,8A,dMNNZeA,3.4.)"5*';,K"+1),L"4./'1'+.A,F#+%9#2G)/9%$5'6')#(:'2%R$:''%/2I$
2'.$9&,))'2I'+,d55A,Zc%^MeA,<"0)2./I,&")"A7,KD''.,-*.''./,!0C)*#9./#A,
,
B1+=#"'I,_A,dMNOMeA,!-3!,QQ7,S91$,b..2#,$",&91';.aA,A#2G)/9%$<,%9&R$[56/+#-0$
A#2+#-%/4:$#2$A#2G)/9%$P'2+/%/6/%0I,T1D,Q##0.,w,OI,O%YA,
,
B0''.I,LAI,k,l./="/.'I,SA,dMNNZeA,89.,&91)).';.#,"(,!"#$+"'()*+$,3.4.)"56.'$A,
F#+%9#2G)/9%$5'6')#(:'2%R$:''%/2I$2'.$9&,))'2I'+,d55A,O%OceA,<"0)2./I,&")"A7,
KD''.,-*.''./,!0C)*#9./#A,
,
G1/C"I,8A,dMNN`eA,!.1+.%C0*)2*';,*',F(/*+1A,F',9'$,25$9#2G)/9%$/2$[G-/9,,d55A,OOP%OPNeA,
K"'2"'7,j.2,<""=#A,
,
G1/0;1C1I,TAI,k,T0;*#1I,FA,dMNOMI,_+$"C./,OceA,G1X*'21,F02*$,-.5"/$,-.4.1)#,T"/.,
]/102A,]'.$^/+/#2I,5A,PA,
,
G"61=.+9I,KA,d>.'*"/,-.#.1/+9,1'2,F24"+1+D,_((*+./,1$,-.(0;..,K1@,!/"J.+$e,dMNOMI,
>.5$.6C./,OPeA,89.,K-F,o,L"4./'6.'$,"(,:;1'21g,!.1+.,>.$$).6.'$#7,
Q65)*+1$*"'#,("/,/.91C*)*$1$*"'I,/.#.$$).6.'$I,k,/.*'$.;/1$*"'A,F#+%@A#2G)/9%$
B-,2+G#-:,%/#2A,K.+$0/.,+"'20+$.2,(/"6,>+9""),("/,Q'$./'1$*"'1),8/1*'*';I,
L0)0I,:;1'21A,
,
K*651+9I,>A,k,T*+91.)"@1I,GA,dMNONI,>.5.6C./eA,Q651+$,"(,S"/)2,<1'=,1'2,QT],
!/";/16#,"',3.6"+/1$*X1$*"',*',3.4.)"5*';,&"0'$/*.#A,&.'$./,("/,
&"651/1$*4.,1'2,Q'$./'1$*"'1),>$02*.#A,:'*4./#*$D,"(,j0/*+9A,
,
K0).I,&A,dMNOMI,_+$"C./,M^eA,3"'"/#,+0$,>9#^NC,1*2,"4./,_!T,(/102A,K,/)0$V#2/%#-I,5A,
YA,
,
T15.'20X*I,TA,d?"'"/1C).,&91*/61',K&l,"(,L0)0,3*#$/*+$I,'"/$9./',/.;*"'e,dMNOMI,
>.5$.6C./,O^eeA,89.,&91)).';.#,"(,'1$*"',C0*)2*';,*',:;1'21A,F#+%@A#2G)/9%$
B-,2+G#-:,%/#2*$K.+$0/.,+"'20+$.2,(/"6,>+9""),("/,Q'$./'1$*"'1),8/1*'*';I,
L0)0A,,
,
T1/*'"I,BA,dMNN`1eA,F'1)DX*';,$9.,*65).6.'$1$*"',"(,$9.,!-3!A,3'0#25$T47,*$
-.$/*.4.2,>.5$.6C./,ONI,MNOMI,(/"6,
...*-'G4I''),.(-#Y'9%*#-Ig+':/2,-+g!"#!(-'+'2%,%/#2*(5G$,
,
T1/*'"I,BA,dMNN`CeA,Q#,$9.,!-3!,!")*$*+#,1#,:#01)a,3'0#25$T47,I,</*.(*';,b"$.,b",EA,
-.$/*.4.2,>.5$.6C./,ONI,MNOMI,(/"6,
9$$57\\@@@A/.(0;..)1@5/"J.+$A"/;\C/*.(*';x515./#A595,
,
T8-,!-3!,o,_((*+.,"(,$9.,!/*6.,T*'*#$./I,L":,dMNOOI,B0'.eA,T*2,8./6,-.4*.@,"(,$9.,
!.1+.I,-.+"4./DI,1'2,3.4.)"56.'$,!)1',d!-3!e,("/,'"/$9./',:;1'21A,]*'1),
_((*+*1),3"+06.'$,/.$/*.4.2,(/"6,$9.,_((*+.,"(,$9.,!/*6.,T*'*#$./A,
,
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,

,

`O,

T0;1#91I,&A,dMNOMI,>.5$.6C./,O^eA,K"+1),K.12./#,F;1*'#$,b.@,3*#$/*+$#,]'.$^/+/#2I,
5A,[A,
,
T0;./@1I,RA,dMNOMI,_+$"C./,POeA,!/.##0/.,"',;"4$,$",#0#5.'2,<*;*/*61'1A,K,/)0$
V#2/%#-I,5A,YA,
,
b#*C16C*I,FA,d!/"(Ae,dMNN[I,3.+.6C./,OeA,<0*)2*';,&"'#.'#0#,"',1,>0#$1*'1C).,!.1+.,
!/"+.##,("/,:;1'21A,P%,1'&#)5'-+f$K/,)##I4'R$3'0#25$T47,A,>5..+9,+"'20+$.2,
(/"6,T1=././.,:'*4./#*$DI,]1+0)$D,"(,K1@I,G1651)1A,
,
_+9")1I,<A,dF';)*+1',<*#9"5e,dMNOMI,>.5$.6C./,MYeA,89.,.H5./*.'+.,"(,$9.,'"/$9./',
+"'()*+$,1'2,$9.,/").,"(,F+9")*,-.)*;*"0#,K.12./#,dF-K!Qe,*',$9.,+"'()*+$,
/.#")0$*"',5/"+.##A,F#+%@A#2G)/9%$B-,2+G#-:,%/#2*$K.+$0/.,+"'20+$.2,(/"6,
>+9""),("/,Q'$./'1$*"'1),8/1*'*';I,G*$;06A,
,
_!T,dMNOM1e,_((*+.,"(,$9.,!/*6.,T*'*#$./,%,-.50C)*+,"(,:;1'21,y,!.1+.,1'2,-.+"4./D,
3.4.)"56.'$,!)1',d!-3!eA,d'A2AeA,F',9'$,25$H'9#6'-0$K'6')#(:'2%$F),2$
aFHKFcA,-.$/*.4.2,b"4.6C./,O[I,MNOMI,(/"6,
9$$57\\@@@A"56A;"A0;\5/"J.+$#\5.1+.%1'2%/.+"4./D%2.4.)"56.'$%5)1'%
5/25A9$6),
,
_!T,dMNOMCI,B0'.,MNeA,b.@#,F/+9*4.7,!-3!,M,$",$/1'#)1$.,.H*#$*';,*'4.#$6.'$#,*'$",
(0'+$*"'1),(1+*)*$*.#,("/,2.4.)"56.'$A,XGG/9'$#G$%&'$F-/:'$V/2/+%'-$@$H'(47)/9$#G$
LI,25,$h$W#:'A,-.$/*.4.2,3.+.6C./,cI,MNOMI,(/"6,
9$$57\\@@@A"56A;"A0;\/.#"0/+.%+.'$./\5")*+D%1/+9*4.\5/25%M%$"%$/1'#)1$.%
.H*#$*';%*'4.#$6.'$#%*'$"%(0'+$*"'1)%(1+*)*$*.#%("/%2.4.)"56.'$A9$6),
,
_61+9I,!A,dT1=././.,:'*4./#*$D,!/"(e,dMNOMI,_+$"C./,YeA,,&"'()*+$,1'2,!.1+.,
<0*)2*';,*',:;1'217,Q65)*+1$*"'#,("/,#0#$1*'1C).,2.4.)"56.'$A,F#+%@A#2G)/9%$
B-,2+G#-:,%/#2*$K.+$0/.,+"'20+$.2,(/"6,>+9""),("/,Q'$./'1$*"'1),8/1*'*';I,
G1651)1A,
,
_61+9I,!A,dMNONeA,!")*$*+1),l*").'+.,*',:;1'217,$9.,-").,"(,l*;*)1'$.#,1'2,T*)*$*1#A,
V,1'-'-'$L2/6'-+/%0I,MUdYeI,YM[%YYcA,
,
_J1/1I,!A,d:'*4./#*$D,K.+$0/./e,dMNOMI,_+$"C./,MeA,!"#$%&"'()*+$,2.4.)"56.'$,k,
/.+"'#$/0+$*"',*','"/$9./',:;1'21,1'2,$9.,/").,"(,=.D,#$1=.,#$1=.9")2./#A,
F#+%@A#2G)/9%$B-,2+G#-:,%/#2A,K.+$0/.,+"'20+$.2,(/"6,>+9""),("/,
Q'$./'1$*"'1),8/1*'*';I,G1651)1A,
,
!&-7,b"/$9./',:;1'21,o,T*'*#$/D,"(,]*'1'+.I,!)1''*';,1'2,E+"'"6*+,3.4.)"56.'$A,
_((*+.,"(,$9.,!/*6.,T*'*#$./A,_((*+.,"(,$9.,!/.#*2.'$A,dMNNPI,F5/*)eA,!"#$%
+"'()*+$,-.+"'#$/0+$*"'7,89.,&1#.,"(,b"/$9./',:;1'21A,3*#+0##*"',!15./,^,
/.$/*.4.2,(/"6,9$$57\\#*$./.#"0/+.#A@"/)2C1'=A"/;\:LFb3FEz8b\-.#"0/+.,
#\&LMNNPA52(,
,
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,

`M,

!-3!,Q,%,-.50C)*+,"(,:;1'21A,dMNN^I,>.5$.6C./eA,!.1+.I,-.+"4./DI,1'2,3.4.)"56.'$,
!)1',d!-3!,Qe,("/,'"/$9./',:;1'21A,]*'1),_((*+*1),3"+06.'$,/.$/*.4.2,(/"6,
@@@A*'$./'1)%2*#5)1+.6.'$A"/;\AAA\n(*).\AB:Ar>.5rMNN^A52(,
,
!-3!,QQ,o,_((*+.,"(,$9.,!/*6.,T*'*#$./I,L":A,dMNOMI,B0'.eA,!.1+.I,-.+"4./DI,1'2,
3.4.)"56.'$,!)1',QQ,d!-3!,QQe,("/,'"/$9./',:;1'21A,]*'1),_((*+*1),3"+06.'$,
/.$/*.4.2,(/"6,9$$57\\"56A;"A0;\5/"J.+$#\5.1+.%1'2%/.+"4./D%
2.4.)"56.'$%5)1'%5/25A9$6),,
,
>160.)#I,GA,dMNN[eA,-0).,"(,K1@,-.("/6,*',!"#$%&"'()*+$,&"0'$/*.#A,A#2G)/9%$
F-'6'2%/#2$b$H'9#2+%-49%/#2R$P#9/,)$K'6')#(:'2%$F,('-+I,]#*$MiI,O%MYA,
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`P,

F55.'2*H,
,

-.#.1/+9,Q'$./4*.@,L0*2.#7,
,
N#-$"#6'-2:'2%$XGG/9/,)+R$
Oe S91$,*#,D"0/,'16.I,J"CI,.20+1$*"',).4.)I,51/$D,1((*)*1$*"',1'2,).';$9,"(,
.65)"D6.'$a,
Me S91$,1/.,D"0/,51/$*+0)1/,/").#,1'2,/.#5"'#*C*)*$*.#,1#,1,+*4*),#./41'$a,
Pe S91$,*#,D"0/,"5*'*"',"',$9.,!-3!,(/16.@"/=a,
Ye Q',@91$,+151+*$D,2",D"0,@"/=,@*$9,$9.,!-3!,(/16.@"/=a,
Ze S91$,*#,D"0/,)"+1),;"4./'6.'$#,+151+*$D,$",*65).6.'$,!-3!,5/"J.+$#a,
[e S91$,1/.,$9.,=.D,#0++.##.#,"(,$9.,!-3!,(/16.@"/=,*',D"0/,)"+1),
;"4./'6.'$a,
^e S91$,1/.,$9.,+91)).';.#,"(,$9.,!-3!,(/16.@"/=,*',D"0/,)"+1),
;"4./'6.'$a,
`e ?"@,*#,$9.,+"660'*$D,.';1;.6.'$,\,51/$*+*51$*"',*',D"0/,2*#$/*+$,"/,#0C%
+"0'$Da,
ce &1',D"0,$1)=,1C"0$,#.'#*$*X1$*"',"(,$9.,+"660'*$Da,
ONe&1',D"0,$1)=,1C"0$,$9.,*65).6.'$1$*"',"(,!-3!,5/"J.+$#,*',D"0/,)"+1),
;"4./'6.'$a,
OOe&1',D"0,$1)=,1C"0$,6"'*$"/*';,1'2,.41)01$*"',"(,!-3!,5/"J.+$#a,
OMe&1',D"0,$1)=,1C"0$,#0#$1*'1C*)*$D,1'2,(0'+$*"'1)*$D,"(,!-3!,5/"J.+$#a,
OPe&1',D"0,$1)=,1C"0$,+""/2*'1$*"',1'2,+""5./1$*"',C.$@..',$9.,+.'$/1),1'2,
)"+1),;"4./'6.'$#a,
OYe&1',D"0,$1)=,1C"0$,$9.,+"'$*'01$*"',"(,!-3!%QQ,1'2,@91$,D"0/,
.H5.+$1$*"'#,"/,(.1/#,1/.a,S91$,+"0)2,61=.,!-3!%QQ,6"/.,.((.+$*4.,$91',
$9.,(*/#$,591#.a,
OZeS91$,1/.,D"0/,#0;;.#$*"'#,"/,/.+"66.'21$*"'#,("/,!-3!%QQa,
,
N#-$A#::42/%0$V':7'-+R$
Oe ?14.,D"0,9.1/2,1C"0$,$9.,!.1+.I,-.+"4./DI,1'2,3.4.)"56.'$,!)1'a,
Me Q(,D.#I,@91$,2",D"0,$9*'=,*$,2".#,1'2,@91$,2",D"0,$9*'=,*$,2".#a,
Pe F/.,D"0,1,C.'.(*+*1/D,"(,1'D,;"4./'6.'$,5/";/16#a,3",D"0,$9*'=,$9.#.,
;"4./'6.'$,5/";/16#,914.,C.'.(*$.2,D"0,"/,D"0/,+"660'*$Da,
Ye ?14.,D"0,C..',#.'#*$*X.2,1C"0$,;"4./'6.'$,5/"J.+$#a,Q(,#"I,9"@a,
Ze F/.,D"0,1,6.6C./,"(,1,:#./,<.'.(*+*1/D,&"66*$$..a,3",D"0,='"@,@91$,
$9.D,1/.a,&1',D"0,2*#+0##,D"0/,/").#a,
[e ?"@,2",D"0,4*.@,$9.,;"4./'6.'$a,3",D"0,$/0#$,$9.,;"4./'6.'$,"/,914.,
(1*$9,*',*$a,
^e S91$,1/.,D"0/,.H5.+$1$*"'#,("/,;"4./'6.'$,5/";/16#a,

